
Greenkeeper being used in stubble

Zocon Z300L is FETF2024 grant qualifying 

The Greenkeeper consist of a tined rake with an air seeder. 
Both the seeder and the rake are available to be purchased 
and invoiced as separate machines. Here’s how we would 
apply below:

FETF208 - Tractor mounted stubble rake 6m
Expected average cost of item (£): 16,800
Percentage paid towards item: 50%
Grant amount (based on a quantity of 1) (£): 8,400
Score: 61

RYETEC ZOCON GREENKEEPER PLUS 
NOW AVAILABLE ON THE FETF 2024 GRANTS!

Items Must:
 » be a tractor mounted stubble rake
 » have a minimum 6m working width
 » have tines to agitate the soil surface and spread 

crop residues evenly across the field
 » break up damp mats of straw. 

The greenkeeper plus can be used as a stubble rake as 
well as a grassland overseeder, The qualifications are 
above. We can provide a quote on this machine to make 
qualify.FETF207 - Air drill for establishing cover crops

Expected average cost of item (£): 3,150
Percentage paid towards item: 60%
Grant amount (based on a quantity of 1) (£): 1,890
Score: 64

Items Must:
 » be a pneumatic (air) drill
 » be designed to be mounted on existing drills or soil 

tillage equipment
 » have electronic metering
 » be able to drill small cover crop seeds
 » use either pipes, coulters or spreader plates to place 

the seed
 » have a minimum 3m drilling width
 » have a seed hopper with a minimum 300L capacity

The Zocon Z300L qualifies for the above grant, and 
when paired with the greenkeeper above you get an 
overseeding machine.  

Contact Us for a grant qualifying quote 

FETF 2024
GRANT INFO

For more information contact Ryetec Industrial Equipment Limited 
Mill House, A64 East Knapton, Malton, North Yorkshire YO17 8JA 
T: 01944 728 186 | www.ryetec.co.uk |   /ryetec
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